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Diffusion-controlled reactions in a nondilute sink system are rigorously studied with the aid of a scaling 
expansion method. A space-time coarse graining is carried out in a manner consistent With an expansion in 
sink concentration to obtain macroscopic transport equations from microscopic equations. It is shown that. 
beyond the lowest order in sink concentration. the macroscopic transport equation for the reaction-diffusion 
process cannot be written in a conventional local form in space and time since a nonlocal contribution in 
space becomes important. Properties of the fluctuations around the macroscopic motion are also explicitly 
explored. and they are shown to be small in comparison with the macroscopic motion for three-dimensional 
systems with an appropriate choice for the size of a sink radius and obey a Gaussian process. An absorption 
process whose characteristic length is much longer than that of the reaction-diffusion process is also 
investigated. and a local damping equation in space and time is derived. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of diffusion-contrOlled reactions has been 
applied to diverse areas such as heterogeneous cataly-
sis, colloidal growth, and chemical quenching. As 
pointed out by Smoluchowski,l the rate of reaction is 
described by the slow diffusive motion of the reactants 
followed by a fast reactive event. If one reactive spe-
cies is stationary (a sink), and dilute, then the reaction 
rate is calculated from the flux of particles into the 
sink. For nondilute sinks, one must consider the cor-
relations among the sinks. This problem has been ad-
dressed by several authors2- 6; here, we present a new 
perspective on this cooperative effect which is based on 
a scaling expansion method developed by Mori and co-
workers. 7-9 
Consider a three-dimensional classical system con-
sisting of fluid, particles, and sinks. The sinks are 
much larger than the particles and distributed as dilute 
hard spheres; that is, uniformly but without overlap. 
The fluid carries the particles by Fickian diffusion and 
the particles are instantaneously absorbed on contact 
with the stationary sinks. The particle motion is then 
described by the diffusion equation 
:t n(r, t) =Do V 2 n(r, t) , 
with the boundary condition 
n(r, t) = 0 
at a sink surface, and the initial condition 




where Do denotes the particle diffusion constant in the 
absence of sinks (the bare diffUSion coefficient). Here, 
n(r, t) is the particle number denSity which is coarse-




where (b, te ) are the minimum wavelength and time of 
the diffusion process and the primes denote the cutoffs 
of Eq. (1. 5). The cutoffs band te are chosen so that 
b» l", and te» T .. , (l .. , T .. ) being the mean free path and 
time of the particles, respectively. 
For a sufficiently dilute sink system, the sink config-
uration averaged particle density (n) satiSfies, on a 
macroscopic space-time scale, 
(1. 6) 
with the Smoluchowski rate coefficient for spherical 
sinks of radius a 
(1. 7) 
Here, c =M/n is the sink number denSity, M and n being 
the number of sinks and the volume of the system, re-
spectively. From Eq. (1.6), a characteristic length 1 
and time T of the macroscopic process concerned is de-
fined as 
l=1/K=1//41Tac, T=lIckD =l2/Do . 
These are much larger than (lm, Tm), so that 
lm/l=Kl".=f.«l, Tm/T =f.2(Dolm/Tm)«1 • 
(1. 8) 
(1. 9) 
Then, there are two types of dynamiC processes, de-
pending on the two choices of the length cutoff b. The 
first is the reaction-diffusion process, where the length 
cutoff b is set as 
l» b »lm . (1. 10) 
This process is described by Eq. (1. 6). The second is 
an absorption process where b » l» lm' and the 'diffusion 
process is negligible compared with the reaction pro-
cess. This regime is characterized by the damping 
equation 
a 
at (n) = - CkD (n) . (1. 11) 
The transport equations of Eqs. (1. 6) and (1.11) can 
only be valid if the sink denSity c is sufficiently dilute. 
If this condition is not satisfied, cooperative effects 
among the sinks become important and modify both the 
transport equation and the transport coefficients. From 
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the microscopic description of Eqs. (1.1)-(1. 3), one 
can exactly formulate a Langevin equation description 
:t n(r, t) =DoV
2n(r, t) - j dr' fot dt' :E(r - r/, t - t')n(r' ,t') 
+R(r, t) , (1.12) 
with :E(r, t) a memory function and R(r, t) a fluctuating 
"force" which satisifes <fl.) = O. For the reaction-dif-
fusion system, one then expects a conventional trans-
port equation for the averaged particle density 
a(n) at =DV2(n) - kf (n) , (1. 13) 
with D(c) and kf(c) sink concentration dependent diffusion 
and rate coefficients, respectively. (A similar reduc-
tion for the absorption process is also expected.) How-
ever, the following four questions arise in the passage 
from Eq. (1.12) to Eq. (1.13). First, is there a spa-
tial gradient expansion of :E (r, t) which permits one to 
write Eq. (1. 13) in this space local form, or are there 
terms which are nonlocal in space? Second, is there 
an expansion of :E(r, t) in the slowness parameter a/at 
for obtaining a Markov equation such as Eq. (1. 13)? 
Third, how do the transport coefficients k J and D de-
pend on sink density? Finally, with regard to Eq. 
(1.12), what are the statistical properties of R(r, t)? 
There are fluctuations around the most probable path 
which is described by the average of the Langevin equa-
tion [Eq. (1.12)]. One must show that these fluctuations 
are small if an averaged equation is to properly repre-
sent the macroscopic behavior of the system. 
Standard approaches of Statistical Mechanics rely on 
expansions in the spatial gradients V or the slowness 
parameter a/at or sink concentration c(or €) to derive 
macroscopic transport equations. However, these three 
kinds of expansions are related to each other and all of 
them have to be introduced in a manner consistent with 
each other. To address the above concerns, it is use-
ful to introduce a scaling expansion method developed 
by Mori and co-workers. 7- 9 As we shall show in Sec. 
III, in the reaction-diffusion process of Eq. (1.10), we 
have the scaling 
r-Sr, t-S2t, l-Sl, T_S2T, Ka-S~Ka (1.14) 
for the distances I rl ~ b and the time intervals I tl ~ te , 
where S» 1, and (lm, T m) and all molecular quantities 
such as Do are kept constant. Here, the value of 'T/ is 
chosen as 0< 'T/ < 1, so that the radius a satisfies the in-
equality l» a »lm' Equations (1. 8) and (1. 14) lead to 
c - S-S«I c and € - S-l €, where the former corresponds 
to the low sink density limit. Thus, this method per-
mits a space-time coarse graining to be carried out in 
a manner consistent with the density c (or small param-
eter €) expansion. As we shall see, this is necessary 
particularly when one considers a nondilute sink sys-
tem where the nonlocal interactions in space and time 
can be important. Furthermore, the methodology used 
here will enable us to study the role of the fluctuations 
around the deterministic motion. 
The central results of this scaling expansion analysis 
are as follows. First, to order S-ar" the memory func-
tion:E for the reaction-diffusion process cannot be writ-
ten in local form as in Eq. (1.13), since there is a non-
local contribution in space. The transport equation is, 
however, local in time. On the other hand, the absorp-
tion process is characterized by an equation which is 
local in space and time. Second, when the system di-
menSionality d = 3 and l» a » lm' the fluctuations are 
small compared with the deterministic motion and obey 
a Gaussian process, while the fluctuating force is also 
Gaussian but nonwhite. 
The plan of this paper is as follOWS. In Sec. II, we 
transform the diffusion equation [Eq. (1. 1)] with its 
associated boundary and initial conditions of Eqs. (1. 2) 
and (1. 3) into the Langevin-like equation of Eq. (1.12), 
and obtain microscopic expressions for the memory 
function:E and fluctuating force R. A generalization of 
the multiple scattering formalism previously introduced 
to the reaction-diffusion problem6 is used to express 
both:E and R in terms of the time-dependent bare dif-
fusive propagator and sink scattering operator. 
In Sec. III, the reaction-diffusion process is studied. 
The scaling expansion is first used to order all terms 
in S.., that appear in the multiple scattering expansion 
of :E. A diagrammatic representation is then developed 
which allows one to conveniently manipulate series and, 
in particular, resum series in a consistent fashion with 
the aid of the S~ ordering. The memory function:E is 
systematicallY calculated to order S -ar,. In the scaling 
limit S - 00, the macroscopic equation [Eq. (1. 6)] is re-
covered. In order to take into account of higher order 
terms in sink concentration c, a triple-time scaling6 is 
used and Eq. (1. 6) is generalized to order K2(Ka)2 
x [S-(2+31)]. Finally, we also obtain the correlation func-
tion of the fluctuationg force and use the scaling expan-
sion to clarifY' under what conditions the fluctuations 
can be small as compared with the deterministic motion. 
The fourth section focuses on the absorption process. 
The results of Sec. III, along with the new scaling, are 
used to obtain a linear damping equation to order K2(Ka)2 
and we show that, again, the fluctuations are small. 
In Sec. V, we discuss the new results of this analysis 
and contrast them with previous work. 
II. LINEAR LANGEVIN EQUATION 
By adding an appropriate sink term S(r, t), the bound-
ary condition (1. 2) can be eliminated from Eq. (1.1). 
Thus, the reaction-diffusion process is described by 
a 
at n(r, t) =Do V 2n(r, t) + S(r, t) , (2.1) 
with 
N 
s(r,t)=Lj dOJ li(r-RJ)aJ(S2J,t). 
J-l 
(2.2) 
Here, OJ is the orientation of the vector rJ=RJ -RJ from 
the jth sphere's center RJ to a point on its surface RJ. 
The density aJ(O" t) denotes the time-dependent strength 
of reaction between the reactive fluid density field and 
the jth sink at point OJ on its surface. Define the 
Laplace transform of n(r, t) by 
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n(r,z) = £ .. n(r,t)e-ndt, n(r,t) = 2!il n(r,z)e-fdz. 
(2.3) 
Then, Eq. (2.1) becomes 
(z-DoV
2)n(r,z)-No(r)=S(r,z) , 
with the formal solution 
(2.4) 
n(r,z)=no(r,z)+ J dr'Go(r-r',z)S(r',z), (2.5) 
where we have introduced the bare propagator 
Go(r,z) =exp(-" z(Dor)/(41TDor) , (2.6) 
and the particle density in the absence of sinks no(r, z) 
= f dr' Go(r - r', z) No(r'). 
The sink density O'j(Oj, z) is now expressed in terms 
of the particle density field. Introducing the surface 
inverse Jr,l(Oj, 0:, z) of the bare (surface) propagator 
Go(rj - r:, z) = Go(Oj, O~, z) by 
f dO:' Jr,l(Oj, 0:', z) Go(O:', O~, z) = O(Oj - O~) , (2.7) 
and using the boundary condition Eq. (1. 2), we invert 
Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5) to6 
Then, as shown in Appendix A, the sink term Eq. (2.2) 
can be transformed into 
M 
S(r,z) = - .L:J dr' Tj(r, r', z)Xj(r', z) , (2.9) 
jm1 
where Xj is given by the integral equation 
Xj(r, z) =no(r, z) - .L:fdr' f dr" Go(r - r', z) 
i",j 
X Ti(r', r",z)Xi(r",z) , (2.10) 
and we have defined the frequency-dependent scattering 
operator 
Tj(r,r',z)= f f dO jdO:O(r-Rj)Jr,l(Oj,O:,z)O(r'-RD· 
(2.11) 
The system of Eqs. (2.9)-(2.11) provides an ex-
pression for the source in terms of bare propagators, 
scattering operators and an integral relation for the 
{Xj}' In order to rewrite Eq. (2.1) with the source term 
Eq. (2.9) in the form of a Langevin equation for nCr, t), 
we have to eliminate the {Xj} and the sphere centers 
{Rn. First, we eliminate the {Xj} from Eqs. (2.9) and 
(2.10). Assume that the spheres are nonoverlapping 
and nontouching spheres. Then, 
1: Idr' Ti(r, r', z) Xi(r', z) 
if.j 
= .L: 8(1 R~ - R~I - 2a) I dr' Ti(r, r', z)Xi(r', z) , 
i&l 
(2. 12a) 
=-1/J(lr-R~I-a)S(r,z) , (2. 12b) 
where 8(x) is the step function 8(x) = 1(0) for x> 0 (x.,; 0). 
The quantity 1/J defined by Eqs. (2. 12a) and (2. 12b) is a 
formal expression, which, when terms are evaluated, 
is used in the form of Eqs. (2. 12a). For notational con-
venience, let us introduce a coordinate matrix repre-
sentation by S(z) ={S(r, z)}, Xj(z)={Xj(r, z)} and Tj(z) 
={Tj(r,r',z)}, etc. Use of Eqs. (2.9), (2.10), and 
(2. 12b) yields 







F(r, r', z) = .L: fdr" Tj(r, r", z) Go(r" - r', z) 
j=l 
(2. 14a) 
xl/'(Ir' -R~I -a). (2. 14b) 
We will now separate S(z) into a systematic part and 
a fluctuating part by eliminating the irrelevant degrees 
of freedom associated with the sphere configurations. 
This is done by averaging over the sink distribution 
function PM ({RU) • As shown in Appendix B, we obtain 
the linear Langevin-like equation 
(z -DoV
2)n(r,z) -No(r} 
=- f dr':E(r,r',z)n(r',z)+R(r,z), (2.15) 
with the memory function :E given by 
:E(z) =(f(z» , (2.16) 
and the fluctuating "force" R given by 
R(z)=-(j(z)-(j(z»]no(z); (R(z»=O, (2.17) 
where 
(2.18) 
and ( ... ) denotes an average over PM' Note that the 
relation between :E and R in Eqs. (2.16)-(2.18) is not 
that of the usual fluctuation-dissipation theorem of the 
second kind. 
The preceding formal exact manipulations have 
served to cast the problem in the form of a Langevin-
like equation [Eq. (2.15)], which is useful not only for 
deriving a macroscopic equation but also for studying 
the fluctuations around that equation. 
In the spirit of Van Kampen's theory of fluctuations ,11 
let us decompose the time evolution of nCr, z) into a de-
terministic motion N(r, z) and its fluctuation On(r, z) 
n(r,z)=N(r,z)+On(r,z) • (2.19) 
Also suppose that N(z) ={N(r, z)} is given by the solution 
of a deterministic equation 
(z -Dov 2)N(r, z) -No(r) = - f dr' :E(r, r', z)N(r', z) , 
(2.20) 
with the macroscopic initial condition N(r, t = 0) 
=n(r, t = 0) =No(r). From Eqs. (2.15), (2.19), and 
(2.20), the fluctuation is then described by 
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(z -DoV
2)On(r, z) = - f dr' "'Z(r, r', z)On(r', z) +R(r, z) • 
(2.21) 
The decomposition of Eq. (2.19) is essential since the 
( dependence of On differs from that of N. In particular, 
in the next section we show that the relative magnitude 
of On to N is small. Since the initial value of the fluc-
tuation is On(r, t = 0) :: 0, averaging the linear equation for 
the fluctuation [Eq. (2.21)] leads to(n(r,z»=O, so that 
(n(r, z» =N(r, z). 12 
III. REACTION-DIFFUSION PROCESS 
In this section, we shall explore the reaction-diffu-
sion process which is characterized by the space cutoff 
b as given in Eq. (1. 10). 
A. Scaling expansion 
We first introduce the scaling procedure that will be 
used to analyze the reaction-diffusion process. The 
objective is to extract the macroscopic process char-
acterized by (Z, 'T) from the microscopic process char-
acterized by (lm, 'T m)' This is accomplished by intro-
ducing a scale transformation7- 9 
(3.1) 
with S» 1, and (lm, 'Tm) and molecular quantities such as 
Do are fixed. The space-time coarse graining is then 
given by the scaling 
r-Sr, t-S8t(Z-S~ z) (3.2) 
for distances I rl ~ b and time intervals I tl ~ te' Here, 
band te are, respectively, minimum length and time 
intervals for the macroscopic process. Since 'T = Z2/Do, 
Eq. (1. 8) leads to the time exponent (J = 2. We must 
also specify the scaling of the other external parame-
ter a, the sink radius. Since it is larger than the mi-
croscopic length I", but smaller than the macroscopic 
length I, we scale as 
a-S1 .... a, (0~1)<1) . (3.3) 
Thus, with Eq. (3.1), we have a two parameter scal-
ing. 1o Use of Eqs. (3.1) -(3.3) leads to 
Ka-S-<l Ka , cp_S-11Icp, c_S-3«J C , M_S"-3«JM, O-S"O, 
(3.4) 
where d = 3 here, and cp = 41Ta3c/3 is the sink volume 
fraction. Dependent on the value of 1), we distinguish 
two cases 
[A] 0<1)<1: Thenl»a»lm; Ka=v'3(j)«l, 
[B]1)=O: Thenl-a»l".; Ka=v'3(j)$.l • 
(3.5a) 
(3.5b) 
The spatial coarse graining is equivalent to dividing the 
volume of the system into identical cubic cells of vol-
ume btl, and eliminating intracellular degrees of free-
dom. In both cases [A] and [B], the mean sink density 
c approaches zero in the scaling limit S - 00. In case 
[A], however, the number of sinks in a cell cb" in-
creases in proportion to C(d-3«J) when d> 3 -1), while 
in case [B], the number of sinks is kept constant. This 
suggests that for case [A], the fluctuations On(r, z) may 
be characterized by a GaUSSian process, while for 
case [B], this description may break down. We shall 
return to this point in Sec. III F. 
Let us define scaling exponents a and fJ by 
N(r, z)-NS (Sr,S-6 z) =S-" N(r,z) , 
and 
On(r, z) - Ons (Sr, S~ z) =S-II On(r, z) , 
which leads to the scaled forms 






where Nand n are scale invariants. The b dependence 
of Eq. (3.7) arises from the cutoff introduced in the 
definition of nCr, z) [cf. Eq. (1. 4)]. The use of Eqs. 
(2.3) and (3. 7a) then yields 
(3.8) 
If (J> a, the fluctuation On{z) is negligible when com-
pared with the causal motion N(z). As an example of 
the above procedure, consider the bare diffusion propa-
gator defined in Eq. (2.6). Then, scaling r-Sr, 
Z-S-2 Z, yields 
~(r, z)- ~(Sr,S-2z) =S·1 exp(-1 z/Dor)/41TDor 
=S·lGo(r, z), 
leading to the scaled form 
(3.9a) 
Go(r, z) = €{exp[ - 1 Z/(2 D o«(r)]!41TDo(r} = ((';o(Er, Z/(2) • 
(3.9b) 
Let us now scale the deterministic equation given in 
Eq. (2.20). With Eqs. (3.1)-(3.4), this leads to 
(z -DoV
2)N(r,z) -No(r) 
=_S2 f dr'~S(Sr,r',S'1lz)N(r'/S,z) , (3.10) 
where the internal variable r' is not scaled. Changing 
the integration variable r' in Eq. (3.10) to Sr' yields 
(3.11) 
where d = 3. We next scale the stochastic equation [Eq. 
(2.21)]. Since the fluctuation On(r,z) is generated by 
the fluctuating force R(r, z), the time derivative 
zOn(r,z) inEq. (2.21) must balance withR(r,z). This 
leads to 
R(r,z)-R S (Sr,S-6z )=S-YR(r,z) , y={:3+8. (3.12) 
Similarly to Eq. (3.11), we then obtain 
(z -DoV
2)On(r, z) 
=_5"+2! dr,"'ZS(Sr,Sr',S-8z)on(r',z)+R(r,z) .(3.13) 
Thus, the discussion of the reaction-diffusion process 
reduces to the following two analyses. One is the anal-
ysis of the scaled memory function 5"+~S(Sr, Sr' ,S'8Z ). 
The other is the analysis of the scaled correlation func-
tion (R S (Sr, S-'z)R S (Sr', S"z'». This latter calculation 
will determine the relation between the exponents a (for 
N) and J3 (for on) Since, from Eq. (2.17), R(z) is pro-
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portional to no(z) whose exponent is a. We shall dis-
cuss this in Sec. III F. 
B. Analysis of scaled memory function 
In order to obtain the explicit S·l dependence of ~ 5 , 
and its asymptotic form in the scaling limit S - 00, let 
us first expand ~ formally in a multiple scattering se-
ries of bare propagators and scattering operators. 
With reference to Eqs. (2.16)-(2.18), ~ can be written 
as the multiple scattering series .. 
~ = :E (-1)"~" , (3. 14a) 
n·o 




~3 = (F3T) - ~0(GO~0)3 - ~2 Go~o - ~OGo~2 - ~1 Go ~1 
-~1(GO~o)2_~OGO~lGO~o-(~OGO)2~1' ... , 
(3. 14b) 
and T and F are defined in Eq. (2.14). The expansion 
in terms of Go is formal since the higher order terms 
are not necessarily small as compared to lower order 
terms. In evaluating averages that occur in Eq. (3.14), 
I 
we shall require the l-sink equilibrium distribution 
functions defined by 
cl g,(rl' ... , r,) 
'" L} ... } ... (o(rl -R~1)Il(r2 -R~2)'" o(rl -R~I»' 11~it ~ 
(3.15) 
Assuming that the sinks have hard core potentials, we 
take the gl as , 
g,(rl,r2, ... ,rl )=11 B(lr l -rJ I-2a) (3.16) 
I<J 
The final ingredient required for the evaluation of the 
~n is the surface inverse Kjl(nj' n;, z) which provides 
the frequency dependent scattering strength between two 
points n, and n J on the jth sphere's surface. The in-
verse is evaluated in Appendix C 
Kjl(nJ' n;, z) =Drfl L [(aa) i,(aa)k l (aa)j-l YI",(nj ) 
I,m 
(3.17) 
with i, and k, modified spherical Bessel functions of the 
first and second kind, respectively. The last line de-
fines the scale invariant .Kjl. 
The successive terms in ~" can now be ordered via 
the scaling procedure discussed here. One obtains for 
the first few terms 
(3.18) 
Sd+2~i(Sr,Sr' ,S·2Z ) =c2 f f dnldn~' Kil(nl,n~' ,S-'IJ aa) f f dn~' dn~K21(n~',n~,s-'IJ aa) 
x Go[r - r' + S""(rf' - r~' + r~ - r l), z 1 [B( I r - r' + s""(r~ - rl) I - s-'IJ 2a) - 1] , (3.19) 
where we have reintroduced 0(1 R~ - Rgi - 2a) in the F factor of Eq. (2. 14b), used rj - Sl..., r J since these vectors are 
of magnitude a, and noted that o(Sx) =S-30(X) and O(Sx) = O(x). Thus, Sd+2~g is of order SO to lowest order in l/S. 
For large S, the step function in Eq. (3.19) can be set to 1 so that Sd+2~f =0. Turning to the evaluation of ~2' 
there are two types of scattering sequences: three sink terms ijk (j* i, k* j, i) which involve (g3 -1) and (g2 -1), 
and vanish by reasoning Similar to that used for Eq. (3.19), and the two sink term 
x f dnf" dnfK11(nf", nf, S-'IJ aa) orr - r' + s..., (rf - r 1)] f dRg Go[Rg +S-'IJ(r~' - rf'), z] 
x Go[ - Rg +S-'IJ(r~" - r~"), z] O( I Rgi - S..., 2a) • (3.20) 
As z - 0, the above term is divergent for Rg _00 since the static propagator - 1/1 Rg I. The scaling argument, how-
ever, reveals that it is of order S"" and it is the first correction to the SO behavior of Eq. (3.18). Note that the 0 
function can be set to 1 due to the divergence. However, if the integral over R~ in some ~: does not diverge as 
R~-OO, the S-l dependence of the step function can modify the order of the term. We shall encounter this feature 
later. 
C. Diagrammatic analysis of the scaled memory function 
The ~n expressions rapidly become unwieldy as n in-
creases, so we introduce a diagrammatic representa-
tion. The diagram elements, their algebraic expres-
sions, and their order in S-l are given in Table I. The 
nonvanishing ~: for n '" 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 are expressed dia-
grammatically in Fig. 1. All other diagrams (open dia-
grams) vanish because of the factors of (g, -1). The 
I 
representation is obtained by the following reasoning. 
In any term, there are two "external" delta functions 
from two T operators involving the external variables 
rand r'. These are connected by an alternating se-
quence of scattering (f K'1) and propagator (GoB) terms. 
Finally, each new particle in a diagram introduces a 
c f dR~ factor. 
The diagrams can be divided into two classes which 
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TABLE I -- The Diagram Elements 







ad = 3. 
Order in S-l a 
S-l 
bThe line without an arrow between ~l and ~l' denotes a part of the circle (J[). 
we shall refer to as consisting of local (L) and nonlocal 
(N) diagI'ams. This leads to a decomposition of ~s into 
a local ~t and nonlocal ~~ memory function (cf. Fig. 2): 
~s=~t+~~. (3.21) 
The space dependence of the local diagrams is on ria, 
while the space dependence of the nonlocal diagrams is 
on rll. Since the density field's space dependence is 
rll [cf. Eq. (3.7)], the local diagrams can be expanded 
in space gradients, while the nonlocal diagrams cannot 
be so expanded, hence the terminology. This differ-
ence is exhibited by the expressions for ~~ and ~~ given 
in Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19). The o[r - r' +S""(r1 - rD] in 
Eq. (3.18) can be formally expanded in S-1)(r1 - rD, which 
is equivalent to a space gradient expansion in powers of 
S-atv 2 (odd powers of V vanish by symmetry). In Eq. 
(3.19), such an expansion cannot be performed. 
The diagrammatic representation of Fig. 1 is de-
- .... %~-
T R R' T' 




FIG. 1. The diagrammatic representation of ~~. The number 
3 in front of the last diagram in ~4 comes from the symmetry 
of this diagram. 
signed to exhibit the distinction between local and non-
local terms. Those diagrams with CD exclusively on the 
straight line are local, the others are nonlocal. 
This decomposition is a central result of our scaling 
analysis. The implication is that there is no expression 
of the form given in Eq. (1.13) for the reaction-diffu-
sion equation when one calculates the memory function 
to order S-2fl. 
The scaling analysis of the diagrams summarized in 




Sd+2~~n(Sr, Sr', S-2Z ) = L s-(n+1-I III 
'-2 
n-1 
S d+2 ~ s (Sr Sr' S-2Z ) = " S-(n+1-'ltI Nn " L.-J '-2 
(n;;.. l;;.. 2) , 
(3.23) 
xE:,,(r - r/, z; S"'Ka, S-lJ aa) (n -l;;..l;;.. 2), (3.24) 
where ~i = L:.o( -l)n~in (A = L, N), and l denotes the 
number of circles (sinks) in the diagram. In obtaining 
Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23), we have expanded the delta func-
tions in powers of S-31V2 [cf. Eq. (3.18), for example]. 
The other arguments of the local diagram E!:, with n 
propagators and l circles are z, Ka from the propagator 
Go') and CIa from the z dependence of the scattering 
term j("1. The arguments of the nonlocal diagrams 
E:" with (n,l) are r-r', z, Ka, and aa. 
The local memory function can be further separated 
into divergent type E:;',D and nondivergent type E!:'rD 
diagrams. In fact, as is evident in Eq. (3.20), there 
- --~-- + --B---
FIG. 2. Two major types of diagrams in ~s. 
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-~_, 3--@-_, (3--@>-_, 3 --$-_), ••• 
(n-4) 
FIG. 3. The relevant diagrams up to order S-2~. 
is a long range divergence, for z - 0, which arises 
from the l/r dependence of the static diffusive propaga-
tor. This feature occurs in all local diagrams with the 
exception of the diagrams with n = 2m (;;. 4) and 1 = 2. In 
Fig. 1, the first diagrams in ~2' ~3' ~4 are divergent 
for z - 0 and are usually referred to as ring diagrams. 
In the ~4 expressions, the diagrams labeled (c) and (d) 
are also divergent, but less so than the ring diagram 
(a). The scaling expansion provides an ordering of all 
the divergent type diagrams (in S"'). Since the E;:,D 
becomes independent of S in the scaling limit S - 00, 
these terms are of leading order S-(,,+1-/)II. In principle, 
all divergent type diagrams of a given order in S.., must 
be summed to attempt to obtain a convergent result as 
z-O. 
The diagram (b) in Fig. 1 is nondivergent and is 
the first in the series of terms E~~2D. The E~~f do 
depend on S through the S dependence of the step func-
tion. In fact, to lowest order in S.." as is shown in 




Combining Eq. (3.23) with Eq. (3.25) shows that these 
nondivergent terms are of order S-8J to lowest order in 
S..,. 
The various terms that contribute to ~s are now 
properly ordered in S..,. Since we wish to carry the 
calculation of S d+2 ~s to order S-8J, the contributing 
terms are E~'1> E:,,"D, E:'~~1> E~~f, and E~'"_1 (cf. Fig. 
3). The memory function then is 
S d+2~S(Sr, Sr', S-2Z) = [Et 1(S"'aa, S-8JV2) +S-~ t (- 1)" 
"-a .. 
xE:'·"D(z;S""Ka,S"'aa, 0)+S-8J L (-1)"E:'~~1(z; 0, 0, 0) 
""4 
+S-8J t 11m] O(r - r') +S-8J t (-1)" 
m~ n~ 
XE:,"_1(r-r',z;0,0) • (3.26) 
In writing Eq. (3.26), we have made use of the observa-
tions that the S-2n v 2 argument of E:'·"D should be zero 
since the term is of leading order S.., . In the evalua-
tion of this term to S-2n, we must also expand the other 
arguments (S'""Ka, S.., aa) to order S.." of course. Simi-
larly, we have set all 1/ -dependent arguments of E"~'"~1 
and E:.n_1 to zero since the term is of leading order 
S-8J. Also, E O• 1 is to be expanded to order S-8J. With 
these expansions, Eq. (3.26) is the exact memory func-
tion to order S-8J. 
D. Summation with renormalized propagator 
The diagrammatic expansion as ordered in Fig. 3 
suggests the introduction of a renormalized propagator 
G defined through 
G(r, z; Ka, aa) =Go(r, z) - f f dr' dr" Go(r - r', z) 
x~o(r' -r";Ka, aa)G(r",z;Ka, aa) • (3.27) 
Here, ~o = ~LO is given by Eq. (3.18), and its argument 
Ka results from the r, dependence of Kj1 and 0 function 
in Eq. (3.18). In particular, to the lowest order in S-1, 
use of Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) leads to ~o(r; 0, 0) 
=ckDO(r). Then, the corresponding renormalized prop-
agator is given by 
G(r,z)=G(r,z;0,0)=exp(-v'K2+z!Dor)/41TDor. (3.28) 
In contrast with the bare propagator of Eq. (3.6), 
G(r, z) is screened even for z - O. Thus, to the extent 
that the diagrammatic expansion given in Fig. 3 can be 
expressed in terms of G, we may think of the memory 
function contributions in terms of interactions connected 
by reaction renormalized propagators. 
The diagrammatic representation of Eq. (3.27) is 
given in Fig. 4. The summation of the various contri-
butions to ~s given in Fig. 3 can be carried out dia-
grammatically. As examples, two representative se-
ries are summed in Fig. 5. Then, Eq. (3.26) can be 
written diagrammatically as in Fig. 6, with the first, 
second, .•. terms on the right-hand side in Eq. (3.26) 
being represented by the first, second, ... diagrams on 
the right-hand side in Fig. 6, respectively. 
The introduction of a renormalized propagator elimi-
nates the divergences which occur for z - 0 in the E;:"D 
and E:'~~1 series. [Note that from Eq. (3.28) 
lim,..oG(r,z) =exP(-Kr)/41TDor, which precludes the 
divergent behavior of the Go series.] Furthermore, 
the renormalized propagator permits the summation 
of the diagrams of Fig. 5, with the exception of the 
E~.:.~f series. The Et:.~f series can be summed [cf. 
Eqs. (3.25) and Appendix C], but not in terms of a re-
normalized propagator. We shall consider the implica-
__ - - -----0--- -= - - ~ + -0-0-- ••• 
FIG. 4. The diagrammatic representation of Eq. (3.27). G 
is denoted by the wavy line. 
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FIG. 5. Summation of the second and the last diagram in 
Fig. 3 with use of the renormalized propagator of Fig. 4. 
tions of this series in the Discussion. 
Thus, the memory function to order S-2rI has been re-
duced to a quadrature. We present the algebraic ex-
pression of Fig. 6 and some details of its evaluation in 
Appendix E. The resulting expression is 
S d+2 ~s (Sr, Sr', S·2Z ) = CkD {1 +S ... .J K2+ zlDoa + S-:tJ 
x [~(5+ 31n3) <p +t (aa)2] }1i(r - r') - S-2rl2<pDoV21i(r- r') 
(3.29) 
In Eq. (3.29), the terms proportional to 1i(r - r') arise 
from the local contributions ~f to ~s, of course. The 
Do term arises from the expansion in v2 of ~~, L and the 
logarithmic term is from the sum of the E~~f series. 
The last term is the nonlocal contribution to the mem-
ory function. 
E. The deterministic equation 
We first discuss case [A] where, by Eq. (3.5a), 
0<11 < 1. In the scaling limit S - 00, use of Eqs. (3.11) 
and (3.29) leads to 
a 
at N(r, t) =DOV2 N - CkD N • (3.30) 
This is the result that is obtained for one sink, of 
course; and one does not have to go through the above 
analysis to obtain it. The time scale of this process is 
r=1/ckD [see Eq. (1.8)]. If the sink density is not suf-
ficiently dilute, longer time scale processes may be ob-
servable. In particular, processes on the time scale of 
order r/€", which involves the first nonanalytic in sink 
concentration (<p 3/2) terms, and processes on the r/€2rI 
time scale, which involves the nonlocal contribution, 
should be retained. 
Let us discuss the reaction-diffusion process on these 
longer time scales. Balancing zN and the S .... and S"2rI 
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.11) leads to time 
exponents [cf. Eq. (3.1)] fJ = 2+11 and fJ = 2+ 21j, respec-
tively. Hence, there are three time scales to the or-
der retained in the memory function calculation: r, 
r/€" and r/€2rI' On the time scale of order r/(:tJ, N(t) 
consists of a triple time process and we generalize Eq. 
(3.7a) to 
N(r,t)=€oN(€r,To,Tt>T2) , (3.31) 
where the Tn (n = 0, 1, 2) are scale invariants defined by 
Tn =€'"'(t/r). Since we can write 
a l[B "B :tJ8] at = T eTo +€ BTl +E BT2 ' (3.32) 
the triple-time scaling of Eq. (2.20) leads, with the 
memory function of Eq. (3.29), t08 
(3. 33a) 
(3. 33b) 
+ c2kt f G3(r - r') N(r' , t) dr' , (3. 33c) 
where G(r):; G(r, z = 0) =e".r /(41TDor). Summing the con-
tributions of Eq. (3.33) we obtain, to the time scale of 
order r/€2rI 
(3.34) 
This is the equation that holds rigorously to order S-2rI 
in the scaling expansion. It is important to note that 
the multiple-time scaling analysiS carried out here 
shows that only the zero frequency (z = 0) renormalized 
propagator G(r, z = 0) contributes to the deterministic 
equation. Also, the frequency dependences of Eq. (3.29) 
do not contribute to Eqs. (3.33) and (3.34). These fea-
tures arise because the time scale balancing analysis 
shows that these frequency dependences are of higher 
order in S ... than the terms retained in Eqs. (3.33) and 
(3.34). The final reaction-diffusion equation is then 
local in time, but nonlocal in space. 
For case [B], 11 = 0 so that the scaled memory func-
tion Sd+2~S has no expansion in S .... even in the low-den-
sity limit c - 0 [see Eq. (3.29)]. Thus, the starting 
deterministic equation, Eq. (2.20) is scale invariant 
under the scaling of Eqs. (3. 1) -(3.4) with 11 = O. 
F. Fluctuations 
Thus far, we have concentrated on the deterministic 
equation for the reaction-diffusion process. In this 
s"'t' - --~-- + -- .Il-- + (-- s-- + - -8--) 
+(-"(O)--+-~-+ ... ) + --~--
FIG. 6. The diagrammatic expression of the renormalized 
perturbation expansion of ~s to order S"2". The first, second, 
o •• terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.26) are depicted by 
the first, second, 0" diagrams on the right-hand side, re-
spectively. 
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section, we obtain the properties of the fluctuations 
around the deterministic motion. For case [AJ, in the 
scaling limit S - 00, use of Eqs. (3.13) and (3.29) leads 
to 
:t liner, t) ;Do V2lin(r, t) - CkD liner, t) +R(r, t). (3.35) 
Thus, on the time scale of order T, the fluctuations 
around the deterministic equation, Eq. (3.30), are de-
scribed by a linear Markov Langevin equation. Similar-
ly to the derivation of Eq. (3.34), the triple-time scal-
ing of Eq. (2.21) also leads, on the time scale of order 
T/E?Jtr, to 
a 
at liner, t) ==Do(1 + 2cp) V2lin 
- ckD [ 1 + f'31) + (cp /2)(5 + 3 In 3)] lin 
+ c2kA j G3(r - r') lin(r', t) dr' +R(r, t) , (3.36) 
where R(r, t) includes the higher order terms up to or-
I 
der S·(/1+2+?Jtr). 
To obtain the relative magnitude of the fluctuations 
to the deterministic motion, we must compare the a 
and (3 exponents since from the definitions of Eqs. 
(3.7), Ilin/NI-S·(/I-a1 Ilin/NI. Iffj>a, thenthefluc-
tuating part lin is small as compared to the systematic 
part N and the system is well characterized by the de-
terministic equation. From Eq. (3.12), the exponent 
{3 is determined by the exponent y(y == (3 + 8) of the fluc-
tuating force R(r,z). In order to calculate y, we con-
sider the correlation function of R(r, z). Scaling of Eq. 
(2. 17) leads to 
RS(Sr, S-9z ) == -S d-a j dr" (fS(Sr, Sr", S-9Z ) 
- <Is (Sr, Sr", S-9Z »] no(r", z) , (3.37) 
where ng(r", S-9Z ) =S-a no(r" Is, z), and we have changed 
the integration variable r" to Sr". Therefore, we have 
(RS(Sr, S-9Z ) RS (Sr', S-9z'» ==S2(d-a) f dr" j dr'" [(fS (Sr, Sr", S-9z)fS (Sr', sr"', S-9z» 
- <lS(Sr, Sr", S-9» (fS (Sr', Sr''', S-9 z'»J no(r", z) no(r"', z') (3.38) 
We need only work to lowest order in S." to determine the dominant contribution to the correlation function of Eq. 
(3.38). Thus, Eqs. (2.13) and (2.18) indicate thatfS can be replaced by the scattering operator T S , and also its 
z dependence can be ignored. Then 
M M 
(Rs(Sr, S-2z)RS(Sr', S-Zz'» =s2(d-a) L L j dr" jdr'" [(Tf(Sr, Sr", 0) Tf(Sr', Sr"', 0» 
i~l J~l 
-(Tf (Sr, Sr", O»(Tf (Sr', Sr"', 0»] no(r", z) no(r"', z') • (3.39) 
This correlation function is evaluated with the use of 
Eqs. (2.11) and (3.17). The i'" j terms involve a g2(Rlj) 
- 1 factor, and thus vanish in the scaling limit S _ 00. 
The i=j term then leads to 
(R S (Sr, S-2z )RS(Sr' , S-2Z '» 
(3.40) 
Since, for the reaction-diffusion process 8; 2, use of 
Eqs. (3.12) and (3.40) leads to 
(R(r, z) R(r', z'» g;; li(r - r') ck~ no(r, z) no(r', z'), (3.41) 
and 
(3-a=(d-de)/2, de =3-11. (3.42) 
Here, it should be noted that the time-correlation func-
tion of R(r, t) is not li correlated. 
For case [AJ, 0<11 < 1 so that d = 3>de and (3> a. 
Therefore, the fluctuations are negligible as compared 
to the deterministic motion. These small fluctuations 
must be described by a Gaussian process. Indeed, one 
can expand in powers of (lin/N) the logarithm of the 
probability distribution P(lin, t) that lin(t) has a value 
lin=={linr} at time t, and neglect higher-order terms 
than the quadratic. 7 This leads to the Gaussian distri-
bution 
P(lin, t) =A(t) exp[ - ~ J ~:j d:: x-1(r, r', t) li~ linr' ] ' 
(3.43) 
I 
where we == bd is a coarse-grained cell volume and A (I) 
is a normalization constant. Here, x-1(r, r', t) is the 
inverse of the variance matrix given by 
x(r, r', t) == (linr linr' )(t) = (lin(r, t) lin(r', t» , (3. 44a) 
where ( ... ) (t) == J ... P( lin, t) d(lin). The variance satis-
fies, in the low-denSity scaling limit 
(:t -Do V2-DoV'2+ 2ckD)x(r, r', t) =2Q(r - r', t) , 
(3. 44b) 
where Q(r, t) is given by 
Q(r, t) == ck~ N~ f G(r, s) ds (3.44c) 
G(r, t) being the inverse Laplace transform of the re-
normalized propagator G(r, z) given by Eq. (3.28). In 
order to derive Eq. (3.44b), we have used Eqs. (3.35) 
and (3.41) and chosen the initial value No(r) as a con-
stant No. 
Thus, the fluctuations lin(r, t) obey a Gaussian pro-
cess. Since Eq. (3.35) is linear, the fluctuating force 
R(r, t) is also Gaussian. As is easily seen from Eq. 
(3.41), however, its time correlation function is not Ii 
correlated; that is, R(r, t) is nonwhite. This property 
leads to the following interesting results. Firstly, the 
Fokker-Planck equation equivalent to Eq. (3.43) has a 
structure different from the conventional ones. Indeed, 
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use of Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44) leads to 
a f dr a [ 2 at P(On, t) = We a0n.. - (V - ckD ) Onr 
f dr' a ~ + ---Q(r-r',t) P. we aOn ... (3.45) 
The coefficient Q(r, t) of Eq. (3.45) depends on time, 
but its drift coefficient does not, while the conventional 
coefficients are all time independent. This follows from 
the fact that the memory function ~(r, t) and the fluc-
tuating force R(r, t) do not satisfy such a relation as the 
conventional fluctuation-dissipation theorem [cf. Eqs. 
(2.7b) and (2.17)]. Secondly, it prevents the variance 
X(r, r', t =(0) from having a long-range correlation 
exp( - K I r - r' 1)/ I r - r' I, which is expected from the 
Langevin equation [Eq. (3.35)] with white noise. Tak-
ing t _00 in Eq. (3.44b), we obtain the short-range cor-
realtion 
X (r, r' , t = (0) = ~ (Ka) N~ exp( - K I r - r' I) . (3.46) 
For case [B], 11 = ° so that d = 3 =de and (3 = a. Then, 
the fluctuations are of the same order of magnitude as 
N(z). Hence, the decomposition of Eq. (2.19) is no 
longer meaningful. In this case, there is no expansion 
in S·~ not only for the memory function (see Sec. II E), 
but also for the correlation functionR(r,z). Thus, the 
starting equation [Eq. (2.15)] is scale invariant under 
the scaling l-Sl, r-Sr, t-S2t, c-S·3c, a-Sa. 
IV. ABSORPTION PROCESS 
Let us consider a spatially homogeneous regime 
where the space gradients are negligible relative to 
reaction process. Thus, an even longer space scale 
than the reaction-diffusion space scale is Singled out. 
This is done by applying a further space coarse-grain-
ing to the reaction diffusion equations [Eqs. (3.34) and 
(3.36)]. Since the cutoff b satiSfies b »1 (in contrast to 
1» b which selects out the reaction-diffusion process) 
this coarse-graining is achieved by the new scaling 
r-Sr, t-S8't , (4.1) 
for I r I .. b, and 1, 'T, C and all microscopic quantities 
fixed. We have the scaled forms 
N(r,t) = (b/1)'" N(r/b,t/b8') , 
On(r,t)=(b/1)'l'On(r/b,t/b8') , 
R(r,t) = (b/1)'Y' R(r/b,t/b") , 




For case [A], the deterministic and Langevin equa-
tions are obtained by scaling Eqs. (3.34) and (3.36). 
To analyze the integral term in Eqs. (3.34) and (3.36), 
we change the integration variable r' to r = r - r' • Scal-
ing r-Sr, b -Sb, t-~'t then leads to 
f G3(r) N(r - r, t) ar - S· .. , f G3(r) N(r - S·l r, t) dr 
=S·II' [f G3(r) arJ N(r, t) + 0(8"" .. --3) • (4.3) 
By balancing aN/at and ckDN, we establish that 8' =0. 
Then, using Eq. (4.3) in Eqs. (3.34) and (3.36) and 
noting that v2 - S-2 v2, we obtain, in the scaling limit 
S_oo, 
aN(r, t)/at = ckf(cp) N(r, t) , 
and 
aon(r, t)/at = - ckf(cp) on(r, t) +R(r, t) , 
with rate coefficient 




where YE is Euler's constant. The term in square 
brackets arises from the evaluation of the renormalized 
propagator integral in Eq. (4.3). To order cp2, the ab-
sorption process is described by the system of equa-
tions [Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5)]. 
To calculate (3' - a' for this absorption process, we 
apply the scaling of Eq. (4.1) to Eq. (3.41). Noting 
that 8' = 0, one obtains 
fJ' - a' =d/2 , (4.6) 
leading to the critical dimensionality de =0. Thus, when 
d = 3, the fluctuations are small and obey the Gaussian 
process. Since scaling of Eq. (3.45) also leads to 
(4.7) 
in the steady state, we have the Gaussian distribution 
Ps(on) =A(oo) exp[- 8;;a f dr(on../No)2] . (4.8) 
V. DISCUSSION 
The scaling expansion method has been introduced to 
carry out a space-time coarse-graining consistent with 
an expansion in sink concentration, and also to evaluate 
the fluctuations of the macroscopic number density, in 
the scaling limit. It has been shown that depending on 
the size of a sink radius a, there are two different 
cases [A] and [B] in the low-sink-density reaction-dif-
fusion system. In case [A], the characteristic scaling 
is given by c-O, K-O, b- oo , t_ oo , a- oo , Ka-O, 
cb' - 00, with Kb and K2t being kept constant, where d = 3. 
In this low-density scaling limit, the system of the de-
terministic equation [Eq. (3.30)] and the stochastic 
equation [Eq. (3.35)] has been systematically extracted 
from the basic Langevin equation [Eq. (2.15)]. Also, 
in this limit, the fluctuations have been shown to be 
small as compared with the deterministic motion and 
obey a Gaussian process, while the fluctuating force 
has been shown to be Gaussian, nonwhite. As was 
pointed out in Sec. IlIA, the physical origin of this 
Gaussian process is that the number of sinks in a 
coarse-graining cell cb' is very large even in the low-
sink-density limit. Finally, it has also been pointed 
out that the nonwhite noise R(r, t) prevents the variance 
from having a long range correlation but instead leads 
to the short-range correlation given by Eq. (3.46). 
In case [B], the scaling is given by c - 0, K - 0, b _00, 
t- 00, a _00, with Ka, cb', Kb, and Kit being kept con-
stant. It has been shown that the basic Langevin equa-
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tion [Eq. (2.15)] is invariant under this scaling. There-
fore, the system must still be characterized by a micro-
scopic equation [Eq. (2.15)], even on the macroscopic 
space and time scale of order (l, r). 
Three important features emerge from our analysis. 
First, the scaling expansion leads, to order cp2, to re-
sults different from the previous works in the following 
two points. One is that the memory function is nonlocal 
in space for the reaction-diffusion process; the other 
approaches have missed this feature since they did not 
carry out the space coarse graining in a manner con-
sistent with the denSity expansion. In fact, we have 
shown that the memory function can be written in the 
Fourier-Laplace form as 
(5.1) 
Since the nonlocal contribution ~N varies on the same 
length scale as that of the particle density N[k, z], ~N 
cannot be expanded in wave vectors k (or spatial gradi-
ents). This results in Eq. (3.34). On the longer length 
scale of the aborption process, however, ~N can be ex-
panded in k. The resulting expression for the damping 
constant kf(cp) given by Eq. (4.5) is almost Felderhof 
and Deutch'sS rate expression derived for steady state 
conditions [cf. their Eq. (8.8)]; the difference, which 
occurs at order cp2, is that they have a dipole correc-
tion term J(2, 1) instead of our t (31n 3 - 1) term. The 
second point is that in the present theory all transport 
coefficients do not depend on frequencies, to order cp2 
[cf. Eqs. (3.34) and (3.36)], while, in the other time 
dependent theories, those coefficients depend on fre-
quencies. 4,13 
The second important feature of the present theory is 
the explicit exploration of the dynamics of fluctuations. 
This is indispensable since the derivation and validity of 
the deterministic equation for N(r, t) is closely related 
to the asymptotic behavior of the fluctuations. The 
present theory has shown that the fluctuations are de-
scribed by linear Langevin equations with Gaussian, 
nonwhite noise [Eqs. (3.36) and (4.46)], and are negli-
gible in comparison with the deterministic motion for 
both the reaction-diffusion and absorption processes 
when d = 3 and l »a » Em' Although the fluctuations are 
small, they are still important since they are observ-
able. In fact, the time correlation function of the num-
ber density fluctuations which is readily obtained from 
Eq. (3.36), could be measured by a light scattering ex-
periment and, to order cp2, the nonlocality in space' 
would be manifested by the deviation from the k 2 de-
pendence of a space-local term. 
The third important feature is that the diagrammatic 
resummations carried out in Sec. III introduces in a 
rigorous fashion the renormalized propagator G(r, z; 
Ka, aa) of Eq. (3.27). This renormalized propaga.tor 
eliminated the zero frequency divergences occurrmg 
in the multiple scattering expansion in terms of the 
bare propagators. Often, propagators such as G are 
introduced in an ad hoc fashion to account for the fact 
that at higher sink densities, it is more advantageous 
to think of disturbances propagating through an effec-
tive medium. 
In addition to the introduction of a renormalized 
propagator, the diagrammatic expansion reveals the 
presence of three classes of interactions in the system. 
The first is long-range interactions which give a local 
contribution to the memory function; these are the E:'~D 
and E;::n~l diagrams of Fig. 3. These diagrams give 
divergent integrals for z - 0 and I RO I - 00, but their 
summation leads to a screening of these long-range in-
teractions (cf. the second and third diagrams of Fig. 6). 
The second is Short-range interactions which give a lo-
cal contribution to the memory function; these are the 
E L• ND diagrams. These diagrams do not diverge for 
2m.2 0 I 
z - 0 and their value is determined by the cutoff at I R 
= 2a. Finally, there are long-range interactions which 
yield a nonlocal memory function; given by the E~.n_l 
diagrams of Fig. 3. The summation of these diagrams 
also produces a screening effect (cf. the last diagram 
of Fig. 6). 
In the present paper, we have transformed the hier-
archy [Eqs. (2.1), (2.9) and (2.10)] into a Langevin-
like equation [Eq. (2.15)], and then employed a multi-
ple scattering expansion to explore the scaled memory 
function. Hence, we had to introduce a diagrammatic 
method to sum all possible diagrams to order S -211 • 
One can, however, return to the hierarchy equations, 
which are similar to the ones discussed by Felderhof 
and Deutch, 3 and apply a scaling expansion method di-
rectly to the hierarchy. This situation is very analogous 
to that between the Langevin equation approach studied 
by Tokuyama and Moris and the BBGKY hierarchy ap-
proach discussed by Morita, Mori, and Tokuyama14 for 
dilute gases. We hope to discuss this in a future paper. 
Finally, we wish to point out that the chemical reac-
tion problem bears a formal relation to various other 
problems such as heat and electrical conduction in two 
phase media. The techniques introduced in this paper 
should be applied to these and related problems. 
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APPENDIX A 
To obtain the integral equation formulation of the 
source term given by Eqs. (2.9)-(2.11), we first de-
fined Yj by 
YI(r, z) = ! dOl Go(r - RI, z) 0'1(01, z) (AI) 
Then, Eq. (2.5) is 
JI 
n(r, z) =no(r, z) + L YI(r, z) (A2) 
lal 
The use of Eq. (2.8) in Eq. (AI) provides an integral 
equation for YI 
Yi(r,z)=-! dr'! dr"Go(r-r',z) TI(r', r",z) 
x [no(r ll , z) + L Yi(r", Z)] , 
i-I 
where TI is defined in Eq. (2.11). Also, 
(A3) 
define Xi by 
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Y.(r, z) = - f dr' f dr" Go(r - r', z)T .(r', r", z)X.(r", z) , 
(A4) 
then Eqs. (A3) and (A4) yield Eq. (2.10). Comparison 
of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5) with Eqs. (A2) and (A4) leads to 
the source expression of Eq. (2.9). 
APPENDIX B 
Microscopic expressions for the memory function ~ 
and the fluctuating force R given in Eqs. (2.16)-(2.18) 
are obtained as follows. From Eqs. (2.5) and (2.13), 
n(z) = [1 - Go(z)I (z)] no(z) • (B1) 
The average of Eq. (2.15) yields 
(n(z» =[1 + Go(z)~(z)]-lno(z) • (B2) 
Comparing the average of Eq. (B1) with Eq. (B2) yields 
~(z) = [1 - (1 (z» Go(Z) ]-1 (1 (z» , (B3) 
recalling that No(r), and therefore no(z) is configuration 
independent. Similarly, solving Eq. (2.15) formally, 
n(z) = [1 + Go(z)~(Z)]"l [no(z) - Go(z)R(z)] , 
and comparing with Eq. (B1) leads to 
R(z) = - U(z) - (f(z»] no(z) , 
with 
f(z) = [1 - (1 (z» GO(Z)]"l 1(z) 
From Eqs. (B3) and (B6), one has ~(z) =(j(z». 





The surface inverse of Go is evaluated here. The 
bare propagator of Eq. (2.6) expressed in Fourier rep-
resentation is 
G ( ') - J d 3k exp[t"k· (r, - ri)] (C1) OrJ-rJ,z - (2lT)3 Dok2+z ' 
where rJ and r~ are of magnitude a. The exponentials 
are expanded in Rayleigh series 
exp(ik· r J) =4lT L i ' j,(ka) Y~m(w) Y,m(nJ) • (C2) 
I.m 
Then, using orthogonality of the spherical harmonics 
to evaluate the dw angular integration (d3k =dwk2dk) , 
Eq. (C1) becomes 
Go(rJ - r~, z) = L B,(aa) Y'm(nJ)Y~ .. (n~) , (C3) 
1.01 
where 
B (aa) = ~i" k2j~(ka) dk = _2_ roo ~j:(x) dx. (C4) 
I IT 0 Dok
2+z lTDoa)o xll+(aa)2 
Evaluation of the integral (C4) gives 
(C5) 
where i, and k, are spherical modified Bessel functions. 
Since Kj1 is readily shown to be expressed as 
Kj1(nJ' n~, z) = L Bj1(aa) Y,m(nJ) ~m(n~) , (C6) 
1.01 
one obtains Eq. (3.17) of the text. 
Following the diagrammatic rules defined in Table I, one exactly has 
Ei;.~2D(Z; S-IIKa , S-II aa , S-2>J v2)li(r - r') = c2 J J dR~dR~ J J dn1dn~' Ki1(Q 1, Q~', S-IIaa) 
x J f dn~' dn~" K21(n~',n~",S-IIaa)··· J J dn~m)dnr+1) K21[n~2m),n~2m+1),S-IIaa] J J dn~2m+1)dn~Ki1 
201+1 
x [n?m+U, n~, S-II aa] li(r - R~ - S-II r1) li(r' - R~ -S-IIrD 6(1 R~ - R~I - S-II2a) IT Go{R~ - R~+ S-II[r~J) - r~J)], z} (D1) 
J.2 
To lowest order in S-II, the arguments aa and r. can be neglected. One then obtains 
Ei;.~rli(r-r')=c2li(r-r')[f J dn1dn~Ki1(n1>nl0)J2m+1 f dRgGo(r-Rg,z) 2m 6(lr-Rgl -S-II2a)+O(s"") , 
=c2k:a+1li(r-r') f dRGo(R,z)
2m 6(IRI-S-II2a)+O(S-II), (D2) 
where we have used the fact that I I dn1dnlKi1(n1,nl' 0) =kD • Integrating Eq. (D2) with the use of Eq. (2.6) leads 
to Eq. (3.25) to lowest order in S""'. 
APPENDIX E: DERIVATION OF Ea. (3.29) 
Here, we only present the calculation of the second diagram in Fig. 6, the other terms are evaluated in a simi-
lar fashion. By following the diagram rules summarized in Table I, the second diagram in Fig. 6 is exactly written 
as 
s-llc2fJdROdROJJdn dn"K-1(n n" s""'aa)JJdn"dn"'V-1(n" n'" S-llaa) 1 2 1 1 1 l' l' 2 2 fi2 2' 2 , 
xf f dn~"dn~Ki1(n~",nl,S-IIaa)li(r-R~-S-IIrD6(IR~-Rgl-s""2a) 
x Go [R~ - Rg+ S-II(r~' - r~'), z] G[ag -R~ +S-II(r~" - r1"), z; S""Ka, S""aa] 
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We are interested only in terms up to order S-ar; thus, we may replace the Ii function in Eq. (El) by Ii(r - r') since 
the next term is already of order S-ar v2• Furthermore, the step function in Eq. (El) is replaced by 1 Since, by 
examination of its Fourier space transform, the next term is already of order S-3fl. Use of Eqs. (3.17) and (C5) 
then leads to 
(El) =S"'" Ii(r - r') c2B(j2(S""'aa) f (~:~3 j~(S""'ka) T [S""'ka, S""'aa] Go[k, z]G[k, z;S""'Ka,S""'aa] , (E2) 
with Go/:k,z] = (Dok
2+z)-1 and 
G[k, Z; S""'Ka, S""'aa] =(Dok2+Z +T [S""'ka, S""'aaWI , 
where 
(E3) 
T[ka, aa];: f dOl dO~KiI(Ol' O~, aa) exp[ik' (rl - rD] = 41T ~ (2l + 1) Bil(aa)j:(ka) (E4) 
Equation (E2) can be rewritten to show that the roots of G- l determine the value of the I k I integral. Since the wave-
length dependence of T[ka, aa] is on k2, one finds that this dependence can be neglected in G to order S-2TI. Thus, 
Eq. (El) can be written, to order S-2TI, as 
(El)=S""'Ii(r-r')c2B(j2(S""'aa) f (~:~3 j~(S""'ka)T[S""'ka,S""'aa][Dok2+z]-I[Dok2+z+T(o,S""'aa)rl , (E5) 
(E6) 
where jJ.;:'; K2+ a 2• The evaluation of the other diagrams of Fig. 6 proceeds similarly and results in Eq. (3.29). 
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